If, like so many thousands of Aboriginal/Indigenous people who have grown up away from country-removed and dislocated from place and community, dispossessed of traditional homelands, then one has to internalise whatever concept of 'home' and 'country' is held within one's body-as a beat, a constant refrain to keep time to, in order to keep in step, not out of time. How is this maintained if one is a foreigner to one's mother tongue, does not have access to the lyrics or steps required for song and ceremony, is placed outside-literally and metaphoricallycountry, community and kinship? For many, journeying 'home' is a series of painful, stumbling missteps, often out of tune with an unseen, inaudible conductor and symphony, imagining what may have been disclosed on missing pages from the archives. Missing, skipping a (heart) beat, an irregular, out of reach murmur, tripping up and over what may never be revealed. Instinctual nature taking over outside acceptable knowledge, yet all the while being out of synchronisation with every thing and one that I encounter on my journey. These amorphous, shape--shifting, illusory elements are the foundation stones for creating, making new forms of Gurindji--specific experience of belonging, place, family and home(land).
For me, through the action of going back to country-a regular recurrence since the late 1980s-I am attempting to un--do myself, un--doing kardiya (whitefella/non--Indigenous) learning then re--learning all I have been taught through a Western VOLUME21 NUMBER1 MAR2015 232 pedagogy, and then re--doing, re--making myself. I am doing this through the methodologies facilitated by kardiya tools, the tools of the academy, also part of my heritage. But I cannot begin to comprehend Ngumpin/Ngumpit (GurindjiAboriginal/(wo)man) ontology and epistemology unless actively engaged with and in my community.
My aim is that this project is not only for or about myself-a pointless vanity project providing outcomes only for the researcher. My intent is that the research and methodology will provide tools enabling other Indigenous people who have lived away from their communities' traditional homelands and cultural practices with a means of reclaiming cultural connections on their terms. Of not having to experience shame for the cultural disconnections imposed upon them or their families through the enduring effects of colonisation. The crucial innovation of this project is to transform complicated, intra--and inter--cultural analysis into an art--based research framework situated partly in Gurindji communities, and in locations relevant to my family's diasporic experience, thereby elaborating a perspective from and within multiple communities, not 'about' an imaginary isolated community. In so doing it incisively intervenes in the colonial construction of 'Aboriginality', which continues to have a significant bearing on the nature of self--identification for Aboriginal people.
This has pervaded the broader Australian consciousness, with 'Aboriginality' being rendered within restraining classifications of 'remote', 'rural', and 'urban'; or 'urban' vs 'traditional', whereby Indigenous people are played off against one another in a sliding colour scale of 'authenticity', based on one's skin tone or facility of language, dance or ceremony (or lack, thereof). It is also common to hear self--referential descriptions such as 'blackfella', 'half--caste/yellafella' and 'kardiya (whitefella)'-the latter not only referring to non--Indigenous people but also used by some community members to describe light--skinned Indigenous people. This project also develops an innovative account of Gurindji--specific experience through the production of visual, autoethnographic and archival research from personal and public collections. It stresses an experimental and traditional creative--led approach so as to be immersed in, make visible and engage with that which documentation or archival research alone cannot make visible or present.
My project departs from recent collaborative research on the Gurindji History

Book-a project led by linguists Dr Felicity Meakins and Erika Charola, working with the Munguru Munguru Central Land Council Gurindji Rangers. 7 The Gurindji History
Book is a long--term project facilitated by extensive consultative research assisting elders and other community members on remote site visits in order to record in language (to be translated into English), Gurindji--specific histories, including oral recordings collated since the 1970s. While Gurindji knowledge holders direct this project, it is important to acknowledge that editors Meakins and Charola oversee its implementation; thus it is not solely Indigenous--controlled. My final outcomes will be multiplatform and multimedia-still and moving imagery, sound and installation work, including a collaborative exhibition that will tour to key venues nationally, with a focused international tour under consideration.
Works created will be shown to family and community members at Kalkarindji and Daguragu, though in a different format to the proposed collaborative exhibition, which will also include works by family/community members. Oral and filmed interviews with family and community members on country and elsewhere have been conducted since 2011 and archival interviews-conducted by my late father and brother, and myself from the 1980s onwards-will also be incorporated. 9 These specific creative artworks, incorporating visual, aural and performative methods, are attuned to the need for knowledge transferal between multiple communities, institutions and disciplines, and identify diverse values and understandings between different participants within specific communities. This will then articulate recent Indigenous knowledges research with mainstream visual art and cultural theorists and art practitioners. It will be firmly located within ongoing dialogues among Indigenous communities, as well as across theoretical and practical disciplines, not only in Australia but also drawing on similar research on Vincent Lingiari, I solemnly hand to you these deeds as proof in Australian law that these lands belong to the Gurindji people and I put into your hands this piece of earth itself as a sign that we restore them to you and your children forever.
Whitlam remained highly regarded among Gurindji community, referred to as The Big Man (big in stature and deed) until his death in October 2014. As with Brian Manning's funeral a year prior, elders travelled from Kalkarindji and Daguragu to pay their respects to a kardiya malaka (white man) revered and loved.
Whitlam was claimed by myriad sectors of Australian society: women, the working class, immigrants, the intelligentsia, academia and arts professionals as well as Indigenous communities, but it was the iconic image of Whitlam and Lingiari-two elder statesmen-taken at the 1975 hand back by Indigenous photographer Mervyn Bishop that featured prominently in the media and was commandingly displayed behind speakers at the service. or myself. I may never have these as the knowledge holders with answers to some mysteries are no longer here for me to ask. I consider that I will always occupy a shifting place of dislocation, or rather, shift between a number of culturally specific and ambiguous interstices and localities. However, each time I am on country I actively experience a stronger sense of place and connection-not only to community there, but also with my diasporic community elsewhere. 12 That country: still on, and always in, my mind/body/soul.
- The proposed web--based interactive documentation as a vital mode of participant engagement is being considered as a later component in the proposed Gurindji archive.
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The Gurindji History Book project has been driven by the desire of the contributors and project leaders to disseminate their histories to as broad an audience as possible, before the holders of the stories are gone. It articulates a conceptual framework that bores deeply into the specificities of relationship to, and dislocation from, land/place, belonging/exclusion, familiar/alien, and personal/collective histories. 
